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Jozankei Manseikaku
Hotel Milione

Daikokuya

Hotel Shikanoyu

HanamomijiNukumori no Yado
Furukawa

Omoideya
（Souvenir shop）

Shogetsu Grand Hotel

Yukyu no Yado Shiraito

Suizantei Club Jozankei

Suichokan

Jozankei Tsuruga Resort Spa
MORI NO UTA

Jozankei Hotel

Jozankei Daiichi Hotel
Suizantei

Jozankei View Hotel
Great View

Kuriya Suizan

Club Kinkei

Hakkenzan Winery

Nishikidai Park

Condominium
Jozankei

Kinwasou

Toyama Fureai
Orchard

North Safari
Sapporo

Yunohana
Jozankeiden

Hotel Sankeien

Jozankei
Liaison Center

Police Box

Tennis courts
in Jozankei
Sports Park

Kokoro no Sato
Jozan

Jozankei Bussankan
（Souvenir shop）

Jozankei Grand
Hotel Zuien

Jozankei Farm Hoheikyo Onsen

Kasho Gyoen

Jozankei ShrineJozanji Houbutsuden

Maizuru-no-Toro

Jozankei Ohashi Bridge

Futami Suspension Bridge

Kappa Buchi
Futami Park

Ohashi Park

Iwato Park

Tsukimi Bridge

Mikaeri-zaka Slope

Yukemuri-zaka Slope
Ikoi Bridge

Kannon-zaka
Slope

Futami Jozan Road

Shinsui Park

Akaiwa-no-kan

Kappa Daio（Statue
of River Sprite）

Taro-no-yu（Footbath
for Friendship）

Jozan Gensen Park

Gankake-teyu

Ashitsubo-no-yu
 (Footbath for
Longevity and Health)

Hoheikyo Dam
Shiraito Tunnel Nishiki Tunnel

Tamagawa Bridge

Nishiki Bridge

Shiraito-no-taki
（waterfall）

Shigure Bridge

Momiji Bridge

First
Observation
Deck

Jozankei DamJozankei Dam
Karyuenchi

Koganeyu Sakura-no-Mori

Sapporo AINU Culture
Promotion Center
Sapporo Pirka Kotan

Yumoto
Shun no Oyado
Matsunoyu

Yumoto
Koganeyu

Keijinkai
Jozankei Hospital

Iwato
Kannondo

Jozankei
Folk Museum

Hokkaido Barbarians
Rugby & Sports Club

Fire Station

Sapporo Kokusai
Skiing Resort

Mikasa Ryokuchi
Park-Golf and
Ski Park

Lake Sapporo

Toyohira River

Toyohira River

Toyoh
ira Riv

er

Lake Jozan

To Toya and Niseko

To Sap
poro

1

1

1

Vehicles must be parked 
here. Take hybrid electric 
bus from parking lot to 
the dam area

To 
Asa
ri a
nd 
Ota
ru

Wild Mustang’s

Hakkenzan
Orchard

Jozankei Tourist
Information center

Mt.Sapporodake
（Approx.1293m）

Mt.Kotengudake
（Approx.765m）

Mt.Asahidake
（Approx.598m）

Start of trail up
Mt.Asahidake

Start of a trail up
Mt.Kotengudake

Mt.Yuhidake
（Approx.594m）Start of trail up

Mt.Yuhidake

Mt.Hakkenzan
［Kannoniwayama］
（Approx.498m）

【Summer Only】

【Summer Only】

Start of trail up
Mt.Hakkenzan

Start of trail up
Mt.Asahidake

Start of trail up
Mt.Sapporodake

Sapporo Jozankei
Nature Village

（Hand Wash Spring
    for Wish Marking）

(closed until 2020)

Once upon a time, a young man disappeared as if drawn into the 
bottom of a river while fishing.  One year later, he appeared in his 
father’s dream and told him that he lived happily with his Kappa wife 
and child. There is a legend that nobody has drowned in “Kappa 
buchi” since then. Today in Jozankei, Kappa is known familiarly as a 
guardian deity of forests and water.

There are as many as 22 statues of Kappa including “Kappa Daio 
(king)” made from citizens’ ideas through Jozankei Onsen to Koganeyu 
Onsen area. Why don’t you try looking for  Kappas with a map in hand? 
You might have a chance to meet Kappon, who even has a special 
Minami Ward resident status in Sapporo, and is active as its PR leader. 

Souvenir

There is a starting point to 
cl imb　th is　mountain　in 
Jozankei　Dam　Karyuenchi 
Park.　There　are　many steep 
slopes　and　stairs,　but　the 
scenery of Lake Sapporo and 
mountains that appears on 
the　way　is　beautiful.　You　
wil l　enjoy　a　feeling　of 
accomplishment　when　you 
reach the summit. 

This is the mountain bearing the name of “Sapporo” and is higher than 1000m. 
Though it is relatively easy to climb due to the well prepared mountain trail, don’t 
let your guard down when climbing this mountain because there are steep slopes 
and streams. You can enjoy a dynamic view of mountains in central Hokkaido at 
the top. There is a parking lot at the starting point of the trail.

Kappon,
the PR leader

of Jozankei Onsen

Futami  Suspension Bridge
Futami Jozan Road

Hoheikyo Dam

From Jozankei ohashi Bridge Lake Sapporo
Observation Decks

Maizuru-no-Toro

Jozankei Dam
Karyuenchi Park

A luscious green park where you can 
observe the dam closely.  A row of 
cherry blossom trees are beautiful in 
spring. There is a dam resource 
center and a starting point of a trail 
up Kotengudake in this park too.

At Jozankei Dam. There are 4 
observation decks from which 
you can gaze at Jozankei Dam 
and the mountains. It is a great 
driving route in all seasons.

Maizuru-no-Toro is at the meeting 
of Toyohira River and Shirai 
River. You will be overwhelmed 
by the beautiful scenery in autumn 
foliage season. You can enjoy the 
view from Nishiki-bashi bridge, 
and it is also recommended to take 
a canoe and look up at the 
beautifully colored leaves unique 
to Jozankei.

There are many bridges in 
Jozankei, and this bridge is the 
newest and biggest among them. 
It is one of the picturesque points 
to enjoy the view of the hot spring 
area surrounded by far-away 
mountains in each season.

Iwato Kannondo
Iwato Kannondo Hall and Cave were built in 
1936. In the cave, about 120 meters long, you can 
face to 33 different statues of the Kannon, the 
Goddess of mercy,Believe or not, it is famous as 
a power spot (place filled with spiritual power) 
among the people having entrance exam, or 
seeking chances for love affair. Don’t forget to 
try fortune paper vender machine, which is very 
much retro fashioned. Have fun!

Holding water surrounded by 
green and steep rocks, the 
location of this arch dam was 
selected as one of the “100 Best 
Water Source Forests” and “100 
Best Dam Lakes” by the Forestry 
Agency. Though it is known as 
the most beautiful area for 
autumn leaves chosen by Sapporo 
citizens, the beauty of fresh green 
season is not yet widely known.

From this bright red suspension 
bridge, you can see ”Futami-iwa 
rocks” that was named after 
Futamigaura in Ise, Mie Pref. and 
“Kappa buchi” that has a legend 
of Kappa. There is a natural 
walking path ”Futami Jozan 
Road.” Cross the red Futami 
turibashi bridge and walk along 
Toyohira River. The murmuring 
river and about 800 kinds of wild 
plants will welcome you. You 
must be surprised to find that 
Jozankei is just 1 hour away from 
the center of Sapporo.

You will find the starting point for a climb if you go up the 
path on the left of Jozankei Shrine. Head up to the top while 
finding wild flowers, and you will be able to see across the 
hot spring area from the lookout platform on the way.

 “Onsen Manju” is a standard souvenir, and every shop has 
its own Onsen Manju. “Jozankei Onsen Onion Soup” 
made with the well-known Sapporo-ki onion, is really 
delicious. A Jozankei specialty such as wine brewed at the 
foot of Mt. Hakkenzan using grapes grown there is highly 
recommended for souvenir, too.

T h i s　mou nt a i n　 i s　na m e d 
“ H a k k e n z a n (e ig h t　swo r d 
mounta in)”　because　of　its 
shape. Though it is not a tall 
mountain,　with　a　height　of 
about　only 500m, the summit 
offers a 360 degree view that 
le t s　you　overlook　cent ra l 
Sapporo.

Hospital

Police Box Post Office

Public toilet

Public parking

Bus stop

Free Wi-Fi
(Sapporo City Wi-Fi)

School Gas station

Convenience store
Marhen Kappa
(Statue of River Sprite)

Legend of Kappa - Kappas in Jozankei-

Eating Facilities

Cafe
Drinking Places

Izakaya Kita no Kappa
Snack Bar Sesekka
Cafe & Bar OZ
Ajidokoro Ozawa
Snack Bar & Dance“Don Juan”

J.glacée（Apple Pie）
Ochadokoro Hidamari
Sakano ueno monaka

B-4
B-3
B-3
D-3
D-3

B-2
C-3
C-2

D-3
D-2

D-4

C-2

Restaurants in the hotel
A-4
B-3
B-4
B-2
B-3
C-2

D-3
D-4
D-3
C-3
C-3
D-3

C-3

C-3

D-3Hoheikyo Onsen (Indian food,Soba noodles)

Yunohana Dining space
Coffee & Snack “Francais”
Jozankei Ramen Ninja
Shokudo Konno (Ramen noodles)

Ramen Karaku(Ramen noodles,etc.)

Kouyoutei(Soba noodles, etc.)

Tori Hana Yuki (Soba noodles)

Matsuo Genghis Khan(Grilled Ramb)

Ajidokoro Tamaoki (Set meals, etc.)

Kiyoshige (Teppanyaki)

Vergine Baccano(Bakery)

View Hotel
・buffet lunch
・Uraraka
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MORI NO UTA
・buffet lunch
Daiichi Hotel
・Kuwanoki (Soba noodles, etc.)

20
24

Locale
Amenohi to Yukinohi

(Japanese food,
  Ramen noodles, etc.)

Hotel Milione
・buffet lunch
・Bakery & Cafe Birch Terrace

Jozankei Hotel
・Ridge

［B-2、C-3、D-3］
［D-3］

Handbath and Footbath

Shiraito-no-Taki

There are two 
climbing routes, 
the one with steep 
stairs next to Iwato 
Kannondo and the 
other starting from 
a walking path.

There are free handbath and footbaths in 
the hot spring area. Why don’t you try 
them while enjoying walking around? 
You can also enjoy boiling eggs in the 
hot springs.

It is a small and quiet waterfall of 
return water from the oldest existing 
hydropowerplant, “Jozankei Power 
Plant”. Changes in seasons and water 
volume give it differentlooks.Why 
don’t you go close to see it?(closed 
until 2020)

23

16

10

History of Jozankei

The hot spring opened by Miizumi Jozan
 has been healing people until today.

Four types of hot springs
created by abundant nature.

Jozankei Onsen was named after Miizumi Jozan who shaped 
the foundation of Jozankei Onsen by devoting his life to 
opening a hot spring resort in this area. About 150 years ago, 
Japan was experiencing upheavals of the Meiji Restoration. 
Jozan discovered a hot spring in upper Toyohira River 
surrounded by rocky valleys and thick forests where there 
was not a road. He moved into this area to help sick or 

hurt people, and made strenuous efforts to open 
hot spring spas. His enthusiasm moved other 
people to make roads and the hot spring 
became widely known.

Ground water under rich forests in Jozankei, 
which was selected as one of the “100 Best 

Water Source Forests” by the Forestry 
Agency, became the sources of 
“JozankeiOnsen”,“KoganeyuOnsen”, and 
“Hoheikyo Onsen”,“Usubetsu Onsen” 
after a long period of time. 
Natural hot springs are said to 
have power, and its effect is 
enormous. Enjoy hot springs 
rich both in quality and 
quantity. 
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［D-1］
［C-3］

［B-2］
［B-3］

［A-4］

［D-2］

［D-3］


